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Children are Customers Too
- But need to be treated differently-

$2.7 Billion toy sales ANNUALLY



Kids represent an important

demographic to marketers because in 

addition to their own purchasing power 

(which is considerable) they influence 

their parents' buying decisions and are 

the adult consumers of the future.



Get the kids, get the parents!



But how do you get the kids?



If you build it, they WON’T come! 



Approximately 

5,000 churches 

close in the 

USA every 

year!



52,000,000

Visitors

Annually!



What does Disney know that 

the church doesn’t?



They know there is a science

to reaching – kids/people?



More than $17 billion per year is spent 
on marketing to children. An average 
child will view about 40,000 commercials 
a year.

Most Children:
• By 3 or 4, are able to differentiate an 

ad from a program
• By 7 or 8 understand the persuasive 

intent of the message

Thomas Robertson, PhD, and John Rossiter, PhD, 

showed that 65 percent of first-graders 
trusted all commercial



The manufacturer of the top-

selling toy, Barbie, will spend an 

estimated $600, 000,000 a year 

to win the heart of a typical 

eight-year-old girl.



The average educator will spend 

over 5,000 hours studying child 

development before they try to 

teach a class. 



A typical pediatrician will spend 

ten years and nearly half a 

million dollars so they can 

practice medicine with children.



The point is sometimes it takes a 

lot of time, effort and investment if 

you want to have influence with 

kids.



Message is good 

Marketing /presentation is not!



That’s where analytics comes 

in?



1. Make it FUN

2. Make it TRUE

3. Make it STICK
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1. MAKE IT FUN!!



Where there’s no fun, 

there’s no one!



A Summer Camp Like No Other!



2. MAKE IT True!!



3. MAKE IT Stick!!



Analytics helped us grow an 

exciting thriving ministry to 

children.
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